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Managing the waters, ecology Water is moving from the mountains into Kokee State Park. Do the eagles have a home in

Kokee? And what about the turtles and the snails? Related Media If a Kokee resident throws a rock in the direction of the
island’s interior, chances are the rock will land on the eastern coast of the Big Island. But it’s not the only reason why, in a region
of natural beauty, no rain falls in that part of the island. In fact, Big Island rainfall feeds streams that flow into the ocean from

the region where a vast mountain range, Kokee, extends into Kokee State Park. But for more than 70 years, that’s been a
problem. A federal reclamation project in the 1950s resulted in the creation of a giant reservoir. The problem is that the
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few areas of Kauai where some of the Kokee watershed, source area of the stream, sits above sea level. In contrast, most of the
non-Kokee watershed is at sea level, or lower. What does all that mean? Basically, as rainfall in the region dwindles, more water

runs off into the ocean. That’s been a problem for over 70 years, from the 1950s through this decade. As rains fall in the
mountains, much of the water ends up on 3da54e8ca3
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